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Abstract
Recent technological advances have yielded
protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks across multiple species. To interpret these networks, comparison methods to characterize interactions across species
have gained importance. However, the methodologies
of most such studies have been limited to the relationships of protein complexes or pathways between diﬀerent species because methodologies for network comparisons are limited. In this study, we introduce a novel
comparison problem of biological networks, focusing
on the framework structure of the networks, and compare these structures to ﬁnd changes and conservations
in the smaller networks. For this purpose, we deﬁne an
alignment score between two networks based on the validity of the framework structure in each species and
on the conservation of homologous genes in the networks. We propose an algorithm to ﬁnd a high-score
alignment based on k-means clustering. Experiments
using D. melanogaster and C. elegans PPI networks
show that our algorithm identiﬁed the network conservation on genes belonging to cancer-related pathways.

1

Introduction

The recent availability of protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks and pathways for several
species [1] makes it possible to compare the networks across diﬀerent species. Some comparative studies [2, 3] have found relationships between network
changes and functional gains. Most comparative studies have focused on the conservation of protein complexes or the paths in the pathways across species. The
methods, however, can search only for local changes although changes that are more global are important to
discover the changes in the usage of functional modules through evolution. To identify the large evolutionary rewiring events between networks, we developed a
method to compare two diﬀerent PPI networks by fo-
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Figure 1: Example of global network alignment. (A)
Given graph. (B) Aligned cluster networks of (A).

cusing on brief network structures.
An example that motivates this study is shown
in Figure 1(A). The upper and lower graphs both represent a PPI network observed from a single species.
In the graphs, genes (vertices) and interactions (edges)
are indicated by circles and solid lines, respectively. To
simplify their mathematical description, we label the
upper and lower graphs as type 1 and 2 graphs, respectively. A type 1 graph contains eight vertices and
eleven edges, and a type 2 graph contains six vertices
and eight edges.
We added the relationships of homolog genes between two diﬀerent species to these graphs. The homolog genes can be represented by the edges across
the two types of graphs. The dotted arc edges in Figure 1(A) indicate the edges. To discriminate between
edges within a graph and edges across graphs, we refer to the edges within a graph as interaction edges
and the edges across graphs as homolog edges. The
homolog edges indicate genes with sequences that are
almost identical between two species. These homolog
edges are usually sparse because most genes have few
homologs in other species. In this study, we compare
the two graphs with sparse edges.
There are two major approaches to compare such
networks. One approach is to extract the dense parts
in each graph using protein complex extraction meth-

ods [4, 5] or clustering [6]and then compare the components, which allows us to identify similar complexes in
the networks. This approach, however, may miss ﬁndings related to the important conservation of protein
interactions because the ﬁrst clustering step is independent of the subsequent associating step. The other
approach focuses on alignments of the entire structure
of networks [7]. In this study, we tackle the latter
problem by using graph clustering.
To align an entire graph structure, we generate
groups of vertices and focus on relationships across
these groups. Figure 1(B) shows the relationship
groups of Figure 1(A). In this ﬁgure, for example, a
(1)
group C2 consisting of vertices 2, 5, and 7 represents
cluster ID 2 in the type 1 graph. Clusters in which
most members are connected to each other are connected by solid (for a set of interaction edges) or dotted
(for a set of homolog edges) lines in Figure 1(B).
In our example, the two large graphs are not of
the same size, and it is clear that no exact mapping
exists between them. Even if the two graphs are of the
same size, this is a type of graph isomorphism problem
that is NP-hard. Therefore, we deﬁned a cost function
to indicate the alignment level and determined the division of vertices that minimizes the cost function. To
derive an alignment that minimizes the cost function,
we introduced a new algorithm. To evaluate its performance, we compared the results of our algorithm to
those of famous graph clustering algorithms. We conducted our experiments using real biological networks
in two diﬀerent species and identiﬁed the evolutionary
conservation and changes between the networks.

2

Related Work

Graph clustering methods [6, 8] provide us with
good partitions of large graphs; indeed, we can derive
correspondences between two graphs based on these
partitions. However, these methods cannot handle homolog edges. In addition, the overall structures of the
clustering result do not summarize the original graph
structure.
Graph summarization and approximation methods [9, 10] generate groups using relationships between clusters. However, existing methods can generate groups from a single graph, whereas our problem requires the simultaneous handling of two diﬀerent
graphs. Therefore, we cannot apply these techniques
directly to our problem.
In addition, most of the methods for aligning two
diﬀerent graphs focus on dense graphs. Although Bayati et al. [7] have proposed a method to align two
sparse graphs, their method maximizes the number
of squares consisting of two interaction edges and two

homolog edges. However, the graph shown in Figure
1(A) has no square structures, and hence, because of
this assumption, this method cannot align the depicted
graphs.

3

Preliminaries on network alignment

We ﬁrst introduce the notation to describe the
graphs. We then introduce our approach to compare
two large graphs. In this study, we considered a graph
that consists of two types of graphs. However, we can
extend the algorithm to graphs that consist of more
than three types of graphs.
Suppose that we are given two undirected and
(1)
unweighted graphs G(1) = (V (1) , EI ) and G(2) =
(i)
(2)
(V (2) , EI ). V (i) and EI (i = 1 or 2) include vertices and consist of interaction edges between vertices
in V (i) , respectively. Let EO indicate homolog edges
between two graphs representing relationships between
the graphs. Let us call graph (G(1) , G(2) , EO ) relation
graph. The number in each circle in Figure 1(A) denotes the unique label of the vertex. V (1) and V (2)
contain vertices 1 to 8 and 9 to 14, respectively.
Interaction and homolog edges connect vertices
within a graph type and between diﬀerent types of
graphs, respectively. In Figure 1, interaction edges are
solid lines, while homolog edges are denoted by dotted
lines. Based on edge categorization, we generate two
diﬀerent types of related matrices of vertices.
Definition 1 Let ni represent the number of vertices
in a type i graph. We represent a graph as a set of
~ (i) ∈ Rni ×ni and A
~ ∈ Rn1 ×n2 , where
related matrices S
≥0
≥0
~ (i)
R≥0 denotes all the non-negative real numbers. S
represents the edge weights for the interaction edges
~ represents the edge weights for the
within G(i) , and A
homolog edges between G(1) and G(2) .
We assume 0-1 binary relations in Figure 1(A).
Row and column orders of these matrices correspond
~ (2) indicates the
to vertex numbers. The ﬁrst row in S
relationships between vertex 9, which is the ﬁrst vertex
in V (2) , and the other vertices, while the leftmost col~ (2) also indicates the relationships between
umn in S
vertex 9 and the other vertices. Because the graph
consists of undirected edges, the matrix is symmetric.
~ denotes the relationships between the
Each row in A
~ indicates
two types of graphs. The second row of A
connections between vertex 2 and vertices in the type
2 graph. Vertex 2 connects to vertex 10, and hence
the second column is 1.
In this graph, we introduce a global network
alignment problem, which involves ﬁnding an approximate large common structure between two types of

graphs. Because there are few interaction edges (as is
often the case in biological networks and social networks), it is diﬃcult to determine common subgraphs
from the graphs. Therefore, we derive groups of vertices and focus on their relationships. To describe the
relationships between groups, we deﬁne a cluster network.
(i)

Definition 2 (Cluster network) Let Cj ⊆ V (i) be a
(i)
LI

group of vertices. Let C (i) and
denote a set of
clusters in type 1 and links between clusters in C (i) .
Let LB contain links between clusters C ∈ C (1) and
C 0 ∈ C (2) .
Figure 1(B) shows a cluster network derived from
Figure 1(A). In the ﬁgure, six nodes represented by
gray squares containing circle vertices indicate clus(1)
(1)
(1)
ters. C (1) contains C1 , C2 and C3 , and C (2) con(2)
(2)
(2)
tains C1 , C2 and C3 . The solid and dotted lines
represent links within a type and between types, re(1)
spectively. For instance, C1 has two links to clus(1)
(1)
ters within the same type C2 and C3 as well as
(2)
a link to C1 which is a cluster in the other type.
The structures of the two cluster networks are identical, and there are relationships between corresponding
vertices; hence, the two types of graphs can be perfectly aligned. In most real datasets, it is diﬃcult to
ﬁnd such perfectly aligned networks. Instead of ﬁnding the alignment, we introduce an index describing
the quality of the alignment, and try to minimize the
index.

4

Method

We now introduce a novel method for deriving the
global network alignment, which is to generate clusters using a newly introduced distance function based
on the distribution of the number of edges connecting
to clusters. Using the experiments with a synthetic
dataset and a real dataset, we compare the characteristics of these methods.

4.1

Alignment based on
among edge connections

similarities

We here introduce a feature vector that represents
connections between vertices.
~ (i) ∈ {0, 1}ni ×k denote an indicator matrix
Let C
for graph G(i) , where ni and k are the number of vertices in G(i) and a user-deﬁned number of groups, re(i) ~ (i)
spectively. When vertex v belongs to cluster Cj , C
vj
(i) ~ (i)
is 1; however, when v does not belong to Cj , Ccj is
0.

(i)

~ denote a matrix including the number of
Let M
I
interaction edges between clusters in a type i graph.
The pqth element of the matrix represents the num(i)
(i)
ber of edges between clusters Cp and Cq . Given
~ (i) and edge information S
~ (i) ,
indicator functions C
(i)
1 ~ (i)T ~ (i) ~ (i)
~
S C .
MI = 2 C
We also deﬁne a matrix F~ (i) , which includes feature vectors for each vertex. The pqth element of the
matrix indicates the number of edges connecting to
(i)
~ (i) .
~ (i) C
Cq from vertex p. F~ (i) can be calculated as S
Using these matrices, we can deﬁne a cost
~
function describing
Let
) C,
( (1)
( the edge) relationships.
(1)
~
~
~
0
MI
0
~ I and F~ be C
and
M
~ (2) ,
~ (2)
~0
0
C
M
I
)
(
~0
F~ (1)
, respectively. We can deﬁne a cost
~
~0
F (2)
~ = Dist(F~ , C
~M
~ I ), where C
~M
~ I reprefunction J1 (C)
sents the cluster centers speciﬁed in the indicator ma~ We use the cosine distance as the Dist functrix C.
tion; that is, we calculate the cosine distance between
~M
~ I for each row and calculate the average
F~ and C
(or summation) of the values. The cosine distance is
·~
y
deﬁned as 1 − |~x~x||~
x and ~y .
y | for vectors ~
~
Although J1 (C) provides us with a division of vertices, the cost function only uses interaction edges and
does not consider homolog edges. We here modiﬁed
~ to add the eﬀect of homolog edges to the cost
J1 (C)
function. Similarly, to interaction edges, we can calculate the number of homolog edges between clusters.
~ B denote a matrix including the number of hoLet M
molog edges between diﬀerent types of clusters. The
pqth element of the matrix represents the number of
(2)
(1)
edges between cluster Cp and cluster Cq . The ma1
~ B can be described as C
~ (1)T A
~C
~ (2) . Adding
trix M
2
~ provides a
this matrix to the central vectors of M
~¯ I
new measure for counting the homolog edges. Let M
indicate a matrix with a pqth element that satisﬁes
~ Ipq / ∑k M
~ Ipq . Similarly, let M
~¯B indicate a matrix
M
q=1
~ B indicates a matrix
with a pqth element such that M
~ B pq .
~ B pq / ∑k M
with a pqth element that satisﬁes M
q=1
By combining these two matrices, we deﬁne a new cost
function as
(
(
(
)))
~¯B
0
M
¯~
~ = Dist F~ , C
~ M
J2 (C)
+
α
,
I
~¯T
M
0
B
where α is a user-speciﬁed weight. A large value of α
indicates that homolog edges are important.
Even if homolog edges are considered in the cost
function, cluster networks from two diﬀerent types of
graphs might form completely diﬀerent structures. To
calculate the cost function, a consideration of the correspondence cluster’s feature vector on the opposite

Algorithm 1 ANGIE: Aligning Networks Globally
with Interconnect Edges
~ (1) ,
Require: A relation graph represented as a set of matrices S
~ (2) , and A
~ and the number of clusters k.
S
~ (1) ∈ {0, 1}n1 ×k and C
~ (2) ∈ {0, 1}n2 ×k ran1: Initialize C
(i)
~
~
~
domly where C 1 = 1.
2: repeat
~ and feature vectors.
3:
// Update cluster center vector M
~¯(i) and M
~¯B
4:
Compute normalized cluster center matrices M
I
~ using current cluster assign5:
Compute feature vectors F
~ (1) and C
~ (2) .
ment C
6:
// Assign vertices to the cluster with the closest central
vector.
~ (1) and C
~ (2) so as to minimize J(C).
~
7:
Update C
(1)
~
~ (2) does
8: until Cluster assignment of vertices in C
and C
not change

In our experiments, we set the maximum number as
100 because the cost value is almost stable or periodic
after the number of repeats.

5

Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our method ANGIE
using a synthetic dataset and a PPI network dataset.
The experiments using the synthetic dataset demonstrate that ANGIE shows a better performance than
existing methods. Experiments using a PPI network
dataset demonstrate that our algorithm can identify
evolutionary changes.

5.1

where α and β are user-speciﬁed weights. Large values
β indicate a high correspondence with the other type
of network.
We now introduce an algorithm to identify clus~ The functers that minimize the cost function J(C).
tion contains two parameters. In this section, we suppose that the parameters are given, but we will evaluate the eﬀect of the parameters and discuss how to
select values automatically in our discussion of our experimental results.
Algorithm 1 represents the overall procedure of
the proposed algorithm, which is called Aligning Networks Globally with Interconnect Edges (ANGIE).
ANGIE is based on a k-means algorithm. Although
this simple algorithm generates a relation between two
graphs, there is no guarantee that this result is optimal. We show that this algorithm reaches better performance than the famous graph clustering methods
even if the dataset has noise.
The assignment of vertices to clusters may not
converge. Avoiding the inﬁnite loop, we previously
determine the maximum number of repeats in practice.

Results for a synthetic network

We generate a synthetic network dataset to evaluate the performance of our algorithm. The synthetic
dataset includes 2,000 vertices, about 11,000 interaction edges and 500 homolog edges. (Owing to space
limitations, the details are omitted.)
All experiments were performed using a 3.2 GHz
AMD R OpteronTM machine with 1GB of memory
running on Linux kernel 2.6. We implemented our
algorithms in JavaTM 5. All run times in these experiments were less than 1 minute.
Label NMI (ANGIE)
Between NMI (ANGIE)

NMI Score

Label NMI (ANGIE)
Between NMI (ANGIE)

NMI Score

graph might suggest whether similar structures exist
in the two cluster networks. Therefore, we merge the
central vectors of corresponding clusters in the other
types of graphs. Here, we suppose that the correspon0
dence cluster of Cji is Cji where i0 = 1 when i = 2 and
i0 = 2 when i = 1. Note that the cluster represented
~ (1) corresponds to the ﬁrst row
by the ﬁrst row of M
I
(2)
~
~ B representing homolog
of M
and the ﬁrst row of M
I
~ B . With
edges corresponds to the ﬁrst column of M
this observation, we introduce a new cost function:
)
(
(
(
~¯B
M
0
¯~
~ M
~
+
α
J(C)
= Dist F~ , C
I
~¯T
M
0
))) B
( (2)
T
¯
¯~
~B
M
MI
,
(1)
+β
¯
¯~ (1)
~B M
M
I

α value

(A) α: Homolog edge
weights.

β Value

(B) β: Weights of
corresponding cluster
vectors.

Figure 2: NMI scores.
To evaluate our alignment results, we used true
cluster labels. We used normalized mutual information (NMI) [11] which has been used in many applications to measure the performance of clustering methods [12]. A larger NMI value indicates a better clustering result. However, even if the result has a high NMI
value, structures of two cluster networks may be totally diﬀerent. Therefore, we also check the NMI score
between clusters over the two types of graphs. It is
noteworthy that a relatively large NMI value indicates
that groups from two diﬀerent graphs are related to
each other. To distinguish between these two diﬀerent
NMI values, we call the NMI value with true cluster
labels label-NMI, while we call the NMI value with the
corresponding group members between-NMI.

ANGIE has two parameters. We now change
them independently and check the eﬀect of these
changes on the alignment result. Figures 2(A) and (B)
show the eﬀect of parameters α and β, respectively. α
and β appear in Equation 1.
In Figure 2(A), the larger value on the X-axis is
due to a greater consideration of the homolog edges
during the assignment step in line 7 of Algorithm 1.
Owing to the large α, the value of label-NMI value increases when α is less than 0.2, but in decreases when
α is greater than 0.2. When α is zero, the homolog
connections do not generate clusters and the cluster assignment is determined only by the interaction edges.
Since this synthetic graph is very sparse, considering
only homolog edges seems appropriate based on this
result. However, when α is high, vertices are divided
according to homolog edges. However, homolog edges
have no information on cluster divisions with respect
to a speciﬁc graph type, and therefore cluster division
fails with an increase in α. Nevertheless, when α is
large, cluster division between two diﬀerent types of
graphs is similar. Therefore, between-NMI values increase with an increase in α.
Figure 2(B) shows the eﬀect of the mixture ratio
of the diﬀerent vectors according to the graph vector.
When β is zero, vertices from the two diﬀerent types of
graphs form clusters independently. With an increase
in β, the algorithm simultaneously attempts to create
clusters based on the two diﬀerent types of graphs.
Figure 2(B) shows characteristics similar to those of
Figure 2(A). The value of label-NMI decreases when
β ≥ 0.2, and the value of between-NMI increases according to an increase in β. The larger β also indicates
a higher importance of the corresponding cluster structure. Therefore, when β is large, between-NMI is high,
and label-NMI is low.
Because there are no algorithms whose problem is
similar to ours, we cannot compare our method with
other methods exactly. However, by using homologous edges, the scores may become larger than the
results generated by running a clustering method on
each species network. We compared the results of a
well-known group-clustering method called METIS [6]
and a model-based clustering method called HRGC
introduced by Long et al. [10]. METIS’s label- and
between-NMI values are 0.406 and 0.387, respectively.
HRGC’s scores are less than 0.2. Both of these values are lower than the results generated by ANGIE,
and hence, for this dataset, ANGIE generates a better
alignment than METIS.

5.2

Results for a biological network

We applied our algorithm to a real PPI
dataset observed from two diﬀerent species [1], D.

Figure 3: Biological result. Alignment between nematode worm (cel) and fruit ﬂy (dme).
melanogaster (fruit ﬂy) and C. elegans (nematode
worm). The fruit ﬂy dataset contains 897 genes (that
is, vertices) and 1,855 interactions (edges), and the
nematode worm dataset contains 478 genes and 732
interactions. As homolog edges, we used information
in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) [13]. The number of homolog edges is 379.
Note that these graphs are very sparse. We divide
the graph into 40 groups because the dataset contains
57 functional groups based on pathway annotations in
KEGG.
To obtain the best alignment, we calculated the
NMI values over all combinations of the two parameters ranging from 0 to 1 and selected the results with
the largest average NMI value according to the gene
functional groups. As the result, both α and β were set
at 0.1, and the NMI values for the fruit ﬂy and nematode worm were 0.274 and 0.323, respectively. We also
calculated the best NMI value using HRGC, resulting
in 0.220 and 0.295 for the fruit ﬂy and nematode worm,
respectively. With this framework, we can observe
whether ANGIE ﬁnds better alignment than NMI using a real dataset. As for the synthetic dataset, we
independently applied METIS to two graphs to compare its scores with ANGIE’s scores; the resulting NMI
values were 0.32 for the fruit ﬂy and 0.35 for the nematode worm. Although these NMI values are higher
than the ANGIE result, the framework structures of
the cluster networks are totally diﬀerent between two
species because the method did not consider homolog
genes, and hence it is diﬃcult to compare the brief
structures of the networks.
Figure 3 shows the cluster graph identiﬁed by
ANGIE. In the ﬁgure, nodes contain sets of vertices
(genes), and the number of the nodes represents the
cluster number. In addition, “dme” and “cel” indicate the fruit ﬂy and nematode worm, respectively.

Node size is associated with the number of vertices in
the cluster. Each edge indicates that the density of
edges between two connected clusters is high; that is,
members in two clusters are highly connected to each
other. We note 50 links between clusters within the
same species that consist of the largest number of interaction edges represented by solid lines and 15 links
between two species that consist of the largest number
of homolog edges represented by dotted lines. Both
large components in the two diﬀerent types of graphs
form complex structures in the center that and have
long edges. Central nodes have many connections to
the other nodes (so-called hubs). Although we connected parallel links between the two species, we observe few crossing links in the networks, and hence
the cluster networks are topologically similar. Cluster
Nos. 23 and 38 in both graphs are connected by homolog edges. Checking the gene functions in clusters
cel38 and dme38 connected by the homolog edges, we
note that both clusters have many MAPK pathwayrelated genes; imperfections in these genes cause cancers. Moreover, these genes act as hubs in a biological network [14]. Thus, the ANGIE result successfully
aligned the biological network from both the network
structure and the biological function points of view.

6

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we introduced a global network
alignment problem that involves ﬁnding an approximate large common structure between more than two
types of large graphs. The problem can be applied
to the comparison of PPI networks between species.
One diﬃculty in applying these problems is that PPI
networks have sparse relationships between them. To
align graphs, we introduced ANGIE, which clusters
vertices by using the distribution of edge connections
between clusters. We use synthetic data to show
that ANGIE can produce better alignment than both
HRGC as well as METIS, the latter of which is an
often-utilized graph clustering algorithm. We also applied our method to PPI network data observed from
fruit ﬂies and nematode worms, and have successfully
aligned the corresponding networks to identify common network structures.
In this study, we have focused on two types of
graphs. Our method can be easily extended to three
or more graphs. Thus, an interesting avenue for future
work is to apply the proposed method to understanding time-series network changes in analyzing cellular
network mechanisms for the diﬀerentiation of cells. It
would also be interesting to develop the method to
describe a near-optimal alignment solution.
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